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Abstract

We have developed a new type of sediment penetrating in situ probe which logs electrical resistivity in marine and limnic
sediments in the uppermost 3.5 m. As the instrument is fitted to a Lister-type heat-flow instrument, combined thermal and
electrical conductivity measurements are possible. The probe incorporates no moving mechanical parts, is built to operate in
water-depths up to 4000 m and is relatively easy to deploy. Two separate electrode arrays provide for an instant repeatability
test and rapid data quality assessment. The probe was extensively tested in the laboratory. Field tests in Lake Konstanz and
in the North Sea produced consistent results. This paper gives a description of the design of the probe and the test results. A
theoretical derivation of the probe’s configuration factor is presented and theoretical results are verified in laboratory tests.
q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The electrical properties of unconsolidated sedi-
ments are generally linked to other physical proper-
ties through a series of empirical relationships. Based

Ž .on the investigations of Archie 1942 numerous
authors have published results linking electrical re-
sistivity to sediment porosity and density. The major-
ity of these papers concentrate on sedimentary rocks
with low to medium porosities whereas investiga-
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tions on high porosity unconsolidated sediments are
still rare. Descriptions of experimental results, link-
ing electrical resistivity of unconsolidated sediments

Ž .to porosity can be found in Jackson 1975 ,
Ž . Ž .Cheesmann et al. 1991 , Cheesmann et al. 1993

Ž .and Kermabon et al. 1969 . While those studies
focus on a marine environment, a similar application

Ž .was developed by Campanella and Weemes 1990
for geotechnical investigations onshore where the
instrument is combined with a piezo-cone penetrom-
eter. Offshore applications of cone penetrometer test-

Ž . Ž .ing CPT are described in Lunne et al. 1997 where
combined CPT and electrical resistivity measure-
ments are discussed as well.
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Instruments for marine applications basically fall
in the two categories of penetrating and non-
penetrating probes. While measurements on the
seafloor with non-penetrating techniques have the
inherent advantage that they do not disturb the sedi-
ment structure in the measuring process, they require
that an inversion scheme is applied to the data to
yield resistivity vs. depth. Penetrating instruments on
the other hand may cause some disturbance, but
deliver direct resistivity–depth logs with high verti-
cal resolution.

Ž .Jackson 1975 uses a pad fitted with focusing
electrodes which is lowered on to the sediment sur-
face. In this way an average resistivity from a zone
within 0.5 m of the sediment water interface can be

Žmeasured. The instrument of Cheesmann et al. 1991,
.1993 is also of the non-penetrating variety. His

system consists of an electromagnetic transmitter and
one or more receivers which are towed close to the
seafloor. Traveltimes of the electromagnetic pulse
are directly related to seafloor resistivities and the
data of a multi-receiver system can be inverted
Ž .Cheesmann et al., 1987 for a two dimensional
resistivity–depth profile.

Ž .The initial instrument of Kermabon et al. 1969
most closely resembles the operating principle of our
probe. A lance-like shaft with a weight on top is
free-fall deployed into the sediment. The shaft car-
ries a four-point vertical electrode array at its tip
which is extended to push against the sediments
during controlled extraction of the instrument thus
providing a resistivity vs. depth log.

2. Description of our instrument

A basic sketch of our instrument platform is given
in Fig. 1. The assembly is actually a Lister-type
Ž . Ž .violin-bow heat-probe Hyndman et al., 1979
comprising a 500 kg weight-stand which also houses
the pressure cases of the data-loggers. A rod carries
the electrode arrays at the tip and also serves as a
strength member for the thermistor sensor string.

The tip carrying the electrodes is shown in more
detail in Fig. 2. Two identical horizontal circular
electrode arrays with a pair of opposing current
electrodes and four potential electrodes equally
spaced between them are mounted in an electrically

Ž .Fig. 1. The resistivity tip circled is part of a Lister type
heat-probe. The backbone of the assembly is the so-called strength
member which carries a 500 kg weight stand of triangular shape
on top. The electronics are built into pressure cases which fit into
holes in the weight stand.

insulating highly abrasion resistant plastic material
Ž .PVDF . The electrodes are made of sea-water grade
bronze.

Each of the electrodes is wired to a deep sea
connector on top of the probe, from where a cable is
running through the hollow strength member to the
pressure case which houses the electronics of the
controller and data-logger. After assembly of the
wiring, the interior void of the tip is taken up by a
PVC-body, the remaining volume is filled with a
non-conducting mineral oil.

The mechanical design is directed to make the
probe resistant to the high ambient pressure in deep-
sea experiments and was successfully tested in a
pressure chamber for a simulated water-depth of
4000 m.
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Fig. 2. An enlarged view of the resistivity tip. The skeleton is
made of stainless steel, the electrodes sit in a non-conducting
plastic material. The interior void is taken up by another plastic
body and the small remaining volume is filled with mineral oil. In
this way the tip can withstand ambient pressure equivalent to
4000 m water-depth.

2.1. Measuring principle

Ž .The two circular electrode arrays Fig. 2 are
operated independently. A DC constant current

Žsource delivering 10 mA up to a maximum potential
.difference of 30 V is reversed with a frequency of

1200 Hz to provide a 600 Hz alternating rectangular-
waveform current. One complete cycle is fed to the
current electrodes of the first array and 10 samples
of the resulting potential are taken synchronously
from the corresponding potential electrodes which
are wired in parallel within each array. The first

array is then disconnected and the next cycle is fed
to the second array where the sampling process
repeats.

The 10 samples from one individual array are
finally combined into one single RMS value. Thus,
both arrays are measured in a time-multiplex fashion
with final sampling frequencies of 300 Hz. Addition-
ally the datalogger samples an acceleration sensor
and a pressure sensor which are both located in the
pressure case. Those samples are taken whenever the
arrays are switched so that acceleration and pressure
is sampled with a frequency of 300 Hz as well.

Block schematics and a simple timing diagram are
presented in Fig. 3. The central controlling unit for
the timing is a Motorola 68332 micro-controller with

Ž .an internal time processing unit TPU which also
controls data acquisition and storage on to a 3.5Y

hard disk with 500 MB capacity.

Fig. 3. The block diagram of the electronics. A Motorola MC-
68332 micro-controller manages timing and data acquisition on a
small hard-disk. The constant current source is transformed into a
square wave-form which in turn is fed to either one of the arrays.
A simple timing diagram is shown at the bottom. Ten samples are
synchronously taken from the potential electrodes of the active
array and an RMS value is calculated. While arrays are inter-
changed the pressure and acceleration sensors are sampled.
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While geotechnical instruments for resistivity log-
Ž .ging like that of Campanella and Weemes 1990 use

Ž .four annular or ring electrodes in a vertical array
on a cylindrical body we employed circular arrays of
Ž .ideally point- electrodes in our configuration.

The reasoning behind that was guided by the fact
that we have little or no control over the penetration
process as the probe is lowered into the sediment on
a wire of several thousand meters of length. Previous
experiments measuring acceleration of a gravity corer
during penetration suggest that initial penetration
speeds can vary between "1 mrs and the penetra-
tion can be rather erratic due to ship’s heave and
cable eigenmodes. Employing two vertically sepa-
rated arrays offers the possibility of an in-built re-
peatability test. During a ‘clean’ penetration, data
from the upper array should closely resemble the
data from the lower array just with a time delay
proportional to the velocity of the probe relative to
the sediments. Erratic movement, tilting after pene-
tration and dynamic effects of a boundary-layer are
easy to identify in a first visual inspection of the
data.

To accommodate two independent arrays under
the constraints of the Lister-probe design, we choose
to implement the vertical circular arrays. In order to
verify that the physical dimensions of our probe are
adequate, we compare the configuration factor as
predicted by theory with the results from experimen-
tal calibration in Section 3.

3. Configuration factor of a circular Wenner-type
array on a cylindrical probe

The four-ring electrode array on a non-conducting
cylindrical body in a conducting environment has

Ž .been investigated theoretically by Won 1987 and
Ž .Ridd 1994 , whereas the problem of a circular

point-electrode array on a conducting cylinder of
finite length in a non-conducting environment has

Ž .been considered by Weidelt and Weller 1997 . The
corresponding problem of finding the configuration
factor of a circular point-electrode array on a non-
conducting cylinder of infinite length in an un-
bounded conducting space is treated in Section 3.1,
where we also verify the theoretical results for our
‘non-ideal’ probe in laboratory experiments.

3.1. Theoretical deriÕation of the configuration fac-
tor

Assuming cylindrical coordinates, point of obser-
vation r and source point r are given by:0

rs r ,w , z and r s r ,w ,0Ž . Ž .0 0 0

First we consider a uniform whole-space with resis-
tivity D. If the current I is fed at r , the resulting0

Ž < .electric pole–pole potential V r r is:0

ID
<V r r sŽ .0 0 4p R

with:

R2 ss2 qz 2 , s2 sr 2 qr 2 y2 rr cos wywŽ .0 0 0

Let rFr . Then by means of the integral representa-0
w Ž . Ž .xtion e.g., Watson 1966 , Eq. 13.21 10 :

`1 2
s K ls cosl zdlŽ .H 0R p 0

w Ž .and the addition theorem e.g., Watson 1966 , Eq.
Ž .x11.3 8 :

`

K ls s 2yd I lr K lrŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý0 n0 n n 0
ns0

=cosn wywŽ .0

Ž .with d s1 for ns0 and d s0 for n/0 wen0 n0

obtain the well-known source representation:
``D I

<V r r s dlcosl zP 2ydŽ .Ž . ÝH0 0 n022p 0 ns0

=cosn wyw I lr K lr 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n n 0

Ž . Ž .Here I P and K P are the modified Bessel func-n n
w Ž .tions of order n e.g., Abramowitz and Stegun 1972 ,

x Ž . Ž .Chap. 9.6 . For rGr , the functions I P and K P0 n n

are interchanged.
The cylinder of infinite length with radius a is

taken into account by replacing in the whole-space
Ž . Ž .potential 1 , for aFrFr , the function I l r by:0 n

I lr qC l K lrŽ . Ž . Ž .n n n

Ž .Then C l is determined from the boundary condi-n

tion:

EV
s0

qEr rsa
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yielding:

I X
laŽ .n

C l syŽ . Xn K laŽ .n

For rsr sa, considerable simplification achieved0

by using the Wronskian:

1
X XK x I x y I x K x syŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n x

with x[la. Then:
``D I

<V r r s d xcos xzra 2ydŽ . Ž .Ž . ÝH0 n022p a 0 ns0

=cosn wyw f x 2Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n

with:

K xŽ .n
f x [y )0Ž . Xn xK xŽ .n

The potential of a ring electrode, as given by Ridd
Ž .1994 , corresponds to the term ns0.

The potential V of an azimuthal Wenner array atW

zs0 is obtained from the superposition of four
pole–pole potentials. With the notation of Fig. 4 we
have:

< < <V sV r r yV r r yV r rŽ . Ž . Ž .W A M A N B M

<qV r r 3Ž .Ž .B N

Hence, V depends on the sum:W

cos nw ycos nw ycos nwŽ . Ž . Ž .A M A N BM

np 2np
qcos nw s2 cos ycosŽ .BN ž /3 3

0, n even°
np np 2, ns6mq1~s4sin sin s 4Ž .

y4, ns6mq32 6 ¢
2, ns6mq5

with ms0,1,2, . . .

Fig. 4. Illustration of the indices used in the theoretical derivation
of the configuration factor of our probe.

The configuration factor k is defined by:
VW

Dsk 5Ž .
I

Ž . Ž .Therefore Eqs. 2 – 5 yield as integral representa-
tion of ark:

``a 2
s d x f x y2 f xŽ . Ž .ÝH 6 mq1 6 mq32k p 0 ms0

q f x 6Ž . Ž .6 mq5

Let us briefly investigate the convergence of the sum
Ž .in Eq. 6 . From Eqs. 9.7.8 and 9.7.10 of Abramowitz

Ž .and Stegun 1972 it is inferred that for n4x the
Ž .function f x is approximated by:n

1
f x ,Ž .n 2 2'n qx

Ž .which yields for m4max x,1 the asymptotic ex-
pansion:
f x y2 f x q f xŽ . Ž . Ž .6 mq1 6 mq3 6 mq5

1 1 58y3 x 2 1
s y q qOO3 4 5 6ž /27m 18m 972m m

With this result, the convergence of the infinite sum
is easily controlled.

As a function of x, the integrand decays mono-
tonically such that the upper limit of integration at
xs12 yields already a six digit accuracy. Numerical

Ž .evaluation of the right-hand side of Eq. 6 gives
0.099968 implying:
ks10.00319Pa
The radius of our probe is as0.0318 m. Therefore
the configuration factor should be:
k s0.3181 mProbe

3.2. Experimental results

The real resistivity probe deviates from the ideal
one under consideration in the Section 3.1 mainly in
two properties:
Ø The cylinder is of finite length, i.e., the array

Ždimensions the cylinder diameter and the dis-
tance of the arrays from the end of the non-con-

.ducting electrode carrier are commensurate.
Ø The electrodes have, in contrast to ideal ‘point-

electrodes’, a finite size.
To verify that theory still properly describes our

instrument, we have calibrated each individual array
of three different probe tips of identical design in
salt-water of known resistivity.
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Fig. 5. Example from the experimental determination of the configuration factor for one of the arrays out of six on three different probe tips.
Measurements of resistivity were taken with a calibrated instrument in salt-water of different NaCl concentrations. The values are plotted vs.
resistance as measured on the probe-tip array. Linear regression yields a configuration factor of ks0.2968 m for this particular array.

A plastic drum 0.8 m high with a diameter of
about 1 m was filled with salt-water and for each
experiment the NaCl concentration was varied. A
commercially available instrument was used to mea-
sure the resistivity of the solution and resistance was
measured with one of the arrays of the probe.

An example of the result for one individual array
is given in Fig. 5. The average configuration factor
of six independent experiments for the six individual
arrays turns out to be ks0.2969 m with a standard
deviation of "0.0051 m which is in good agreement
with theoretical results, considering the deviation
from ideal assumptions, and verifies at the same time
that the physical dimensions, i.e., the distance of the
electrode arrays from metal parts of the probe, were
chosen reasonably well.

4. Operation and field tests

For practical field work the operating procedures
were designed along the requirements for heat-flow

measurements. Although the instrument works com-
pletely independent from the heat-probe, joint resis-
tivity and heat-flow measurements will be the gen-
eral mode of operation for our purposes.

Data acquisition and control electronics as well as
the batteries are built into one pressure case which
also carries a pressure sensor. The acquisition pro-
gram is initialised by pre-setting pressure thresholds
at which the probe starts or stops data acquisition. As
soon as the probe starts to sample the electrode
arrays, it also reads and stores values from the
acceleration sensor. In a deep-sea experiment this

Ženables operations in ‘pogo’ style Hyndman et al.,
.1979 . In water-depth of several thousand meters the

probe is lowered to the bottom once and is lifted out
of the seafloor sediments only for a couple of hun-
dred meters after a penetration. In the meantime the
ship moves on to the next station where the probe is
lowered into the sediments again. In this way a
number of experiments along a profile can be con-
ducted without bringing the instrument back on
board.

If pressure thresholds are set appropriately, the
resistivity probe will not acquire data when the ship
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moves on to another site and power consumption and
data-storage requirements are minimised. In the cur-
rent configuration the resistivity probe will operate
continuously for about 6 h. This limit is imposed by
battery and not by data-storage capacity.

Two field tests were conducted in early spring-
time 1997 on Lake Konstanz, Southern Germany and
in early summer of the same year in the North Sea at
54803X N, 8800X E.

In the Lake Konstanz experiment the instrument
was deployed from a barge several times into the
soft, clayey sediments off the Swiss shore in a

water-depth of about 80 m. As the barge was not
anchored it was drifting during operations. While it
was thus possible to lower the instrument into the
sediment without any significant tilt, the extraction
process always tilted the instrument considerably.
The same is true for the North Sea experiment in
waters of about 30 m depth using the German re-
search vessel ALKOR.

Since our acceleration sensor is tilt sensitive, data
from the extraction cannot be mapped from a time to
a depth scale by means of double integration of the
acceleration data.

Fig. 6. Data from the Lake Konstanz field test. The left two panels show data from the lower array 1 and the upper array 2, respectively in
units of ArD converter values over time. The right panel shows acceleration in units of mrs2 where 1 g has already been subtracted. Down

Ž .to about 3.2 s, before the weight stand settles to the bottom large amplitude , the signal is dominated by cable-strum.
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5. Field data

Fig. 6 shows the raw data from the Lake Kon-
stanz test. In the first two panels the uncalibrated
values from the ArD converter of each of the two
arrays are plotted vs. the time scale. The lower array
Ž .array 1 enters the sediments at 1.4 s.

It can clearly be seen that those are data from a
penetration as the values from the lower array lead

Žin time against the data from the upper array array
.2 . The data from the lower array also show more

detail which is probably due to the fact that the

sediment is less disturbed close to the penetrating tip
than it is at the location of the upper array.

The right panel shows data from the acceleration
sensor where the background value for 1 g was
already subtracted. Even when the lance has already
entered the sediments, acceleration values are ob-
scured by cable strum. The most prominent feature
in the acceleration data is the large event when the
weight stand of the probe settles on the lake bottom.

The first panel on the left in Fig. 7 shows velocity
of the probe vs. time. Those data were computed
from acceleration by backward integration starting at

Fig. 7. Data from the Lake Konstanz field test. Velocity and penetration depth vs. time data are derived from acceleration by integration.
The penetration depth vs. time curve is used to map the data from the resistivity arrays onto a depth scale. Data from both array now agree
very well in depth and amplitude. Here the data from array 1 are offset by 150 units for easier display.
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Ž .a time where the probe is at rest, using Õ t sfinal

0 mrs as an integration constant. After the weight
stand has settled on the bottom it still takes about
0.7 s for the probe to be completely at rest.

The middle panel Fig. 7 shows the result of the
second integration over velocity. Here integration
can either be carried out in a time-forward direction,
setting z at the time of penetration as seen in the

Ž .resistivity data z t s0 m or, like in this case,pen

integration can be carried out backward, again taking
the time when the weight stand settles as the time

associated with the maximum penetration. This value
in turn is given by the distance of the lower array

Ž .from the weight stand bottom yielding z t sfinal

3.8 m as an integration constant.
The time–depth relationship can now be used to

map the uncalibrated resistivity data onto a depth
scale applying a constant shift of 0.1 m to the data
from lower array which corresponds to the array
separation. The result is shown in the panel on the
right in Fig. 7 with the data values offset for easier
display. Data from both arrays now agree very well,

Fig. 8. Data from the North Sea field test. The left two panels show data from the lower array 1 and the upper array 2, respectively in units
of ArD converter values over time. Array 1 shows missing data probably when it passed strands of shell fragments in the sediment which
forced the amplifier into saturation. The upper array 2 is much less affected because the sediments are disturbed to a greater extent already.
The right panel shows acceleration of the probe during penetration. The high amplitudes at about 60.5 s mark the time when the weight
stand hits the bottom.
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with an accuracy in depth generally better than 3 cm.
Formation factors may now be calculated by normal-
ising the data with an average value of the data taken
in the water-column close to the lake bottom.

Figs. 8 and 9 sketch the same sequence of curves
for the North Sea experiment. Raw data of uncali-
brated resistivity and acceleration are shown in the
left two panels and in the right panel of Fig. 8,
respectively. The sediments at this particular location
are of pelagic type with embedded strands of shell
fragments. The signal from the lower array exceeded
the dynamic range of the pre-amplifier passing those

shell-fragment layers with the result that some data
are missing. However, the second array travelling
through an already ‘smoothed’ sediment column is
less affected from those thin layers.

In Fig. 9 the velocity and depth vs. time curves
for the North Sea experiment are given. The right-
most panel shows the uncalibrated resistivity data
mapped to a depth scale. Again correlation of the
data from both arrays is excellent in amplitude as
well as in depth. The formation factor in this case
would vary in the sediment column between 2.2 and
3.3 which in turn would yield porosities according to

Fig. 9. Data from the North Sea field test. Velocity and penetration depth vs. time data are derived from acceleration by integration. The
penetration depth vs. time curve is used to map the data from the resistivity arrays onto a depth scale. Data from both array now agree very
well in depth and amplitude. Here the data from array 1 are offset by 100 units for easier display.
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Ž .Archie’s law Archie, 1942 between 54% and 67%,
using ms2 for the cementation factor. Those values
are very reasonable for the pelagic type sediments at
that particular location.

6. Conclusions

It has been shown that a relatively simple instru-
ment which is inserted into marine sediments in an
uncontrolled fashion can provide useful resistivity
logs which in turn may be used to derive related
physical properties of the sediment. The two inde-
pendent circular arrays with vertical separation intro-
duce a possibility to assess data quality and have
served us as well to gain confidence in our instru-
ment through a built-in repeatability test. Data from
a simple acceleration sensor can be taken to map
data from time domain to a depth scale. However,
since our acceleration sensor is sensitive to tilt as
well this is true only when the instrument penetrates
the sediment with negligible tilt. This should not
pose a problem in the deep sea but can be particu-
larly difficult to achieve operating from a ship in
shallow waters. Optimally one would use a system
which would measure tilt and depth vs. time directly
rather than compute the solution via two-fold inte-
gration.
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